
Review of the Ethics Mill:
Four Criteria

Autonomy: Who does it empower?
Beneficence: For whom is it good?
Non-Malfeasance: Does it harm?
Justice/equity: Is it fair?

Three Levels
End-users: Stakeholders, maintainers, operators
USMC Organisation: Distinct communities 
USMC Enterprise: As a whole

Two Scopes
Short-term: immediate, within two years
Long-term: between 2-10 years
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Using this framework, we see that the group identified a significant number of long-
term benefits, first to the MC enterprise, second to the end-users, and third to the 
internal organisations.  The group recongnised that, overall, these conclusions 
support the long-term autonomy of the enterprise as a “force-in-readiness”.  Further, 
these conclusions support long-term Marine equity throughout the enterprise.   
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While the group voiced many concerns related to funding allotment and process 
change management, only a few of these concerns indicated potential harms across 
the enterprise.  This table depicts a visualisation of the total potential harms 
identified by the group.  Whereas the benefits seem to coalesce at the long-term, 
enterprise and end-user levels, these harms tend at the short-term, organization 
level.  
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Digging a little further into the total benefits (slide 1), this table weighs the 
conclusions from highest to lowest long-term benefit to the enterprise.

Conclusions 5, 13, 10, 1, 16, 19, 7, and 14 rank highest – these are overviewed in the 
next several slides. 

Conclusions 6, 4, 18, 17, and 15 rank lowest.  
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Conclusion 5: The MC requires increase levels of technical data packages for in-
service (IS) major weapon systems.

The group ranks this conclusion as having most long-term benefit to the enterprise, 
first; the end-user, second; and modest short- and long-term benefit at the 
organization levels. The harm identified is the potential harm of the cost of data to 
the organization: 

“More data means more cost and more people. someone has to validate the data and 
every item configuration in the fleet and then manage the data” (vellis).
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Conclusion 13: The MC requires an enterprise logistics information technology (IT) 
portfolio management capability.

The group ranks this conclusion as having the second most long-term benefit to the 
enterprise, first; to the organisation, second; and to the end-user, third.  There are no 
harms associated with this conclusion.
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Conclusion 10: The MC requires system test data.

The group ranks this conclusion as having the third most long-term benefit to the 
enterprise, first; to the end-user, second; and to the organisations, third.  Of greatest 
concern to the group was the potential harm to the organisation that the burden of 
this excess data would create:  

“Data storage issues, data validation issues, data relevency issues” (vellis).
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Conclusion 1: The MC requires a single source deficiency reporting system.

The group ranks this conclusion as having significant long-term benefit to the 
enterprise, first; to the end-user, second; and to the organisations, third.  The 
potential harms are listed below:  

“With allowing everyone on a system and having the ability to create such items could 
create more problem with work/task overload. I.E. response time delay. (GySGt Frost)

“The ‘Space Shuttle’ Challenger problem.  Communication and how has it for action 
would also need to me known.  The challenge would be on funding corrective actions 
that are outside of POR spend plans” (Larry).

“In the short run this is a new process and there would be a challenge getting 
everyone on board.  in the long run we are now creating a software system that 
requires software/hardware update costs.  Who will pay for this and at what level?” 
(Paul Emiro)
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Conclusion 7: The MC requires a more robust Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 
system.

The group ranks this conclusion as having significant long-term benefit to the 
enterprise, first; to the end-user, second; and to the organisations, third.  The 
potential harms originate from the end-user level, producing both short- and long-
term implications:  

“The issue is the Marine not entering the correct data or details into the current 
systems either because they dont know how or noone is making them” (Paul Emiro).
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Conclusion 16: The MC requires a sustainment engineering cell.

The group ranks this conclusion as having significant long-term benefit to the 
enterprise, first; to the end-user, second; and to the organisations, third.  The 
potential harm is the effect of this conclusion on manpower at the organisation level:

“While the impact would be a manpower cost to MCSC, it could provide for enhanced 
efficiency/awareness/cooperation between PMs and the user. Proactive response by 
the PM and tracking and awareness of outcomes would also help the MCSC branding 
in the fleet” (vellis).
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Conclusion 19: The MC requires fundamental maintenance policies and procedures.

The group ranks this conclusion as having significant long-term benefit to the 
enterprise, first; to the end-user, second; and to the organisations, third.  The group 
identified two potential harms to the organization, one short-term and one long-
term: 

“Its hard for me to see a problem with better qualified Marines conducting work. 
Maintaining Marines in the Marine Corps would become an issue in the long term. 
The second and third order effects to this would be attrition” (GySGt Frost).

“Update and maintenance of policy process and procedures have a lag time.  
Currently many policies require update” (jeffrey.l.davidson).
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Again, digging a little further into the total benefits (slide 1), this table weighs the 
conclusions from highest to lowest short-term benefit to the enterprise.  

Conclusions 1, 14, 16, and 18 rank highest – these are overviewed in the next several 
slides. 

Conclusions 7, 4, 19, and 12 rank lowest, with no identified short-term benefits to the 
enterprise.  
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*See notes, slide 8
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Conclusion 9: The MC requires a more mature enterprise Reliability Centered
Maintenance (RCM) effort.

The group ranks this conclusion as having significant short-term benefit to the 
enterprise, evenly both to the enterprise and to the end-user.  Seemingly, by 
benefiting the end-user, this conclusion also immediately serves the MC enterprise.  
The group identified the following short- and long-term harms to the organization: 

“It sounds like RCM would be appropriate for high dollar programs that would benefit 
from the data, in which it would be cost effective to do the RCM analysis.  However, it 
sounds too expensive to implement for smaller programs” 
(sandra.e.williamson@usmc.mil).

“RCM makes sense for items that have engines or large mechanical systems.  For 
electronic systems, RCM isn't cost effective for these types of systems” (MGySgt
Lepsch).

“Short term and long term problems will be on the integration of these data elements 
into various life cycle decisions.  Short term, some will get it and other will not.  The 
negative expectation will be driven by lack of knowledge and application of the 
operational data to inform various life cycle decisions.  Long term will be less churn, 
but will need to focus on providing clear policy that support engineering developed
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Conclusion 14: The MC requires an authoritative master data management system.

The group ranks this conclusion as having significant short-term benefits across the 
enterprise levels. However, group discussion of this conclusion identifies several 
potential harms. Primary among them is the question of the short-term good to the 
organization: 

“Getting employees to transition and populate to the replacement system.  Without 
this acceptance the system will fail because it will not be accurate” 
(karl.solomon@usmc.mil).

“Master data management system needs to be net centric...  this creates issues with 
bandwidth, cyber security, access that needs to be solved” (jeffrey.l.davidson).

“Lack of Knowledge and lack of understanding of the key benefits will have 
organizational delay of acceptance.  Leadership (general officer and SES) level inability 
to  grasp the need and benefit causing them to not ask key questions that would 
require such data.  An overall general since that we are good enough and simply need 
to get a better handle on existing data” (Larry).
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*See notes, Slide 10
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Conclusion 18: The MC requires responsive manufacturing.

The group ranks this conclusion as having significant short-term benefits across the 
enterprise levels, especially at the end-user level. However, group discussion of this 
conclusion identifies several potential  short- and long-term harms to the 
organization, even while significantly reducing short-term harms to the end-user: 

“Quality of parts made and related safety concerns associated with the 
manufacturing of equipment” (jeffrey.l.davidson).

“Wasted resources could become a problem with this in the long term, based on 
needs. Higher level of management would need to be in place” (GySGt Frost).

“Special tooling, jigs and fixtures for manufacturing are required... this creates a 
footprint issue to move forward to support the operating forces” (jeffrey.l.davidson).
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This table distributes the conclusions from highest to lowest long-term non-
malfeasance (non-harm) to the enterprise.  

Conclusions 9, 22, 5, 7, and 14 rank highest – these are overviewed in the next 
several slides.  

Conclusions 6, 17, 3, 21, 15, 13 and 12 rank lowest, although this does not necessarily 
indicate that they cause harm, or fail to mitigate harm.  Rather, this indicates that 
non-harm was not as deeply discussed for these conclusions.
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*See notes, slide 14
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Conclusion 22: The MC requires a modified depot support process.

Although conclusions 20-22 received the lowest amount of group feedback –
everyone was tired—conclusion 22 seems to mitigate long-term harms to the 
enterprise by supporting end-user autonomy.  However, more data is needed to 
support this hypothesis.  The potential harm addressed is one to the organisation: 

“Since Depots are "Organic" it would pose a threat for them to switch towards more 
intermediate work as the would have less billable work” 
(christopher.cooper@usmc.mil).
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*See notes, Slide 5
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*See notes, slide 9
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This table distributes the conclusions from highest to lowest short-term non-
malfeasance (non-harm) to the enterprise.  

Conclusions 18, 2, 1, 22, and 8 rank highest – these are overviewed in the next 
several slides.  

Conclusions 7, 6, 4, 3, 19, 14, 13, 12, 11, and 10 rank lowest.  Again, this low ranking 
does not necessarily indicate that they cause harm, or fail to mitigate harm.  Rather, 
these findings simply indicate that non-harm was not discussed for these conclusions.
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*See notes, Slide 17
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Conclusion 2: The MC requires a more robust discrepancy reporting system.

This conclusion shows a high level of group support – benefits are recognised across 
the enterprise at all levels and scopes.  Potential short- and long-term costs to the 
organisaiton seem to minimise some of perceived long-term benefit at the 
organization level.

“A more robust discrepancy reporting system would be great to collect data; however, 
we also need to be sensitive of the resources on the other end that are in place to 
review the data and take action.  If discrepancy reporting opens up to every user in 
the USMC with no internal validation at the unit level, the receivers (MCSC and MCLC) 
may get overloaded with reports for every little issue.  This is a double edged sword.  
We want folks to report discrepancies, but there needs to be some kind of filter in 
place in order to ensure that the 2 Systems Engineers and LCLs within the PM aren't 
spending 90% of their time reviewing unnecessary reports” 
(gregory.p.miller@usmc.mil).

“If we do not have the data it will be a huge cost problem to acquire that data now. 
Some may require FSR's to effect the data we get. There is a cost associated to that if 
it cannot be done organically. Warranty comes into play with here as well” (Mike 
Ryan).
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*See notes, slide 8
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Conclusion 8: The MC requires a more mature enterprise Condition Based 
Maintenance Plus (CBM+) effort.

The group recognizes that this conclusion contributes significantly to reducing 
immediate harms, while also contributing long-term benefits across the enterprise.  
The potential organizational harm is identified as follows: 

“Collecting too much data and not having personnel to support analysis is a tax on 
programs to spend money on procurement equipment to collect data and then not 
having people/resources to analyze the information” (karl.solomon@usmc.mil).
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*See notes, slide 20
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Here, we turn our attention to the harms that are identified during the discussions for 
each conclusion.

Conclusions 4, 6, 15, 21, 5, 13 and 16 have the fewest identified concerns.

Conclusions 14, 18, 2, 1, 12, and 9 have the highest number of identified concerns --
these are overviewed in the next several slides to prompt further discovery into 
understanding and addressing these potential harms.  
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*See notes, Slide 15
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*See notes, slide 24
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*See notes, slide 25
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*See notes, Slide 8
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Conclusion 12: The MC requires operational factors data.

The group recognizes modest long-term benefit across the enterprise, indicating high 
concerns for potential harms at the organization level.  These potential harms are 
identified as follows: 

“The problems that I see with this conclusion are (1) more work placed on the already 
overloaded / over worked operator and/or maintainer in order to collect data, (2) 
more data for the planners to analyze in order to determine what changes could be 
implemented to influence required changes, (3) again... funding for resources (people 
and materials) in order to review the data to make the collection useful” 
(gregory.p.miller@usmc.mil).

“Collecting data on external factors such as weather, mechanical factors, fatigue, may 
help with developing better business practices. This would take time and allot of 
money to complete. Some of this is already done for equipment” (GySGt Frost).

“Environment and circumstances are always changes, this will be an ongoing effort. 
Money, Time and space” (GySGt Frost).
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*See notes, slide 14
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For this section, I used the standard deviation to re-rank the quantitative scores 
according to the consensus among the group.  By looking both at where the group 
was in the most accordance, we have a better idea of how to arrange our argument --
where consensus is low may indicate a low level of understanding of the conclusion 
and its effects.  
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Low Scores = Good (G) or Bad (B)

Feasibility (B)
Manpower (B)
Time (B)

Benefits (G) 
Costs (G)
Likelihood of Failure (G)
Consequence of Failure (G)
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Lowest standard deviation (top) = highest level of group consensus.  
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High value = low cost (positive),

Conclusions 20, 1, 17, 14 and 19 are the strongest with the highest group consensus.  
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Lowest standard deviation (top) = highest level of group consensus.  
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High value = high feasibility (positive)

Conclusions  20, 21, 19, and 10 are the with the highest group consensus.
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Lowest standard deviation (top) = highest level of group consensus.  
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High values = low manpower required (positive),

Conclusions 22, 13 and 14 are the strongest with the highest group consensus.
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Lowest standard deviation (top) = highest level of group consensus.  
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High value = low amount of time required (positive),

Conclusions 12, 2, 1, 17 and 14 are the strongest with the highest group consensus.  
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Low value = most benefit

Conclusions 7, 8, 13, and 14 are the strongest with the highest group consensus.
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Low value = lowest cost

Conclusions 21, 20, 19, 4 and 3 are the strongest with the highest group consensus.
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Low value = lowest likelihood of failure

Conclusions 1, 21, 20, 19 and 4 are the strongest with the highest group consensus.
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Low value = lowest consequences from failure

Conclusions 4, 6, 11, 12, 9, and 10 are the strongest with the highest group 
consensus.
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This analysis suggests further investigation into the following conclusions, which are 
ranked by most-potential benefit to the enterprise.
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TOTAL ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 39 83 49 80 35 49 42 77

Organisation 31 65 37 56 20 27 25 56

Enterprise 27 95 36 94 19 49 28 79

Total 97 243 122 230 74 125 95 212

C1 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 3 5 4 5 2 1 5 5

Organisation 3 5 3 4 1 3 5 5

Enterprise 3 7 3 6 2 2 7 6

Total 9 17 10 15 5 6 17 16

C2 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4

Organisation 3 3 3 1 3 3 4 4

Enterprise 3 4 2 3 3 3 4 5

Total 9 10 9 7 10 10 12 13

C3 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 3

Organisation 1 1 2 2 0 1 0 0

Enterprise 2 3 2 3 0 1 0 0

Total 3 5 6 7 2 4 3 3

C4 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2

Organisation 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

Enterprise 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 3

Total 2 3 1 4 1 4 4 6

C5 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 3 5 3 5 1 2 3 4

Organisation 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2

Enterprise 2 8 2 9 1 4 2 6

Total 7 15 7 16 3 7 7 12

C6 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 1 5 1 5 0 4 1 5

Organisation 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

Enterprise 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 2

Total 3 7 3 7 0 4 2 8

C7 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 3 5 4 6 4 5 4 5

Organisation 0 4 0 4 0 3 0 4

Enterprise 0 6 0 6 0 4 0 5

Total 3 15 4 16 4 12 4 14

C8 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 2 3 1 4 3 3 2 3

Organisation 0 2 1 3 2 2 1 1

Enterprise 0 3 1 4 2 3 1 3

Total 2 8 3 11 7 8 4 7

C9 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 0 6 1 5 1 4 0 4

Organisation 0 4 3 3 1 2 0 2

Enterprise 0 6 3 5 1 6 0 4

Total 0 16 7 13 3 12 0 10

C10 ST Autonomy LT Autonomy ST Benefience LT Benefience ST Non-MalfeasanceLT Non-MalfeasanceST Justice/Equity LT Justice/Equity

End-User 2 5 2 5 1 2 3 5

Organisation 1 4 1 4 1 0 1 2

Enterprise 0 5 1 7 0 2 0 4

Total 3 14 4 16 2 4 4 11


